The very title of this book reflects the influence exerted by Walter Pagel on contemporary historians. Perhaps more than any other historian of this century he has emphasized both by precept and example the inadequacy of historical motifs narrowly conceived from the twentieth-century point of view. This breadth of insight may partly arise from the fact that he himself has a medical view of events whether scientific or medical, which has been reinforced by his long and distinguished career as a pathologist. He has therefore seen at first hand medicine expanding towards the basic sciences on the one hand and into the texture of society on the other.
In 1930 he entered the sphere of the history of medicine with a study of Van Helmont and his philosophy of medicine. This directed Pagel's historical vision towards the chemical insights of Paracelsus on the one hand and the mechanistic achievement of Harvey on the other. He saw both men's work as searching lights emerging from the fascinating luminosity of renaissance thought.
Bearing this in mind it is not surprising to find that the thirty-eight essays contained in this two-volume work can almost all be grouped under two headings. Those Polemically speaking, so far so good, but the title of the paper leads one to expect more, and their failure to notice the contributions to science of the studies on perspective of the artist-scientists of the renaissance such as Leon Battista Alberti and Leonardo da Vinci lays them open to similar criticisms to those with which they arraign Ronchi. With H. J. Sheppard's "The mythological tradition and seventeenth-century alchemy" the field of alchemy is approached through its myths and emblems which become fully fledged in such works as Michael Maiers' Atalanta fugiens, "in which the alchemical content is expressed in the form of emblems with accompanying epigrams set to music".
Apart from a diversion on the state of anatomy in sixteenth-century Spain from C. D. O'Malley and a refreshing clinical interlude on dropsy of the lung from Saul Jarcho, the remaining essays in this volume explore some of the many different facets of renaissance medicine with which Paracelsus was concerned. The controversy over the specificity of cathartic drugs is briefly classified by Owsei Temkin. Jerry Stannard's study of, "Botanical nomenclature in Gersdorff's Feldtbuch der Wundartzney", extends his previous investigations of renaissance herbals and points out the interesting similarity between those medicinal plants used by Gersdorff and Paracelsus, independently. Kurt Goldammer in his essay on, "Paracelsus, Osiander and theological Paracelsism in the middle of the sixteenth century", sheds fascinating light through a pseudo-Paracelsian work, on Paracelsus' necessarily "protestant" religious views, relating them to those of Osiander. This side of Paracelsus is further described in Fridolf Kudlien's discussion of the "Antisemitism of Paracelsus", in which he endorses Walter Pagel's conclusion that Paracelsus' invectives "have very little in common with modern sentiments". Leo Norpoth, too, draws This first volume concludes with a meticulous account of "Galen's concept of bloodletting in relation to his ideas on pulmonary and peripheral blood flow", from the careful pen of Rudolph E. Siegel. His restatement of his interpretation of the galenic concept of the movement of the heart and blood concludes with a view which lies comfortably close to that of William Harvey. It is clear, too, that both Galen and Harvey agreed that bloodletting was a worthwhile procedure. In this however they were strenuously opposed by Van Helmont who, as Peter H. Niebyl describes, was inspired to suggest a controlled clinical trial of venesection on some 500 febrile "poor people" for a comparison of results as judged from the number of funerals in each group.
The second volume opens with a shrewd pen-portrait of Paul de Sorbait from Erna-Lesky, which demonstrates that in late seventeenth-century Vienna, Harvey's views were "in" whilst Paracelsus' were "out". In view of this it is surprising to find the tourist Edward Browne describing Viennese views as "the old beaten way of Knowledge".
Paracelsus Charles B. Schmitt and Charles Webster are emphatic that there is much work still to be done to clarify the controversies which eddied round Harvey's discovery Book Reviews for nearly a century. They give as an example their own work on the many volumes of unpublished manuscripts of Marco Aurelio Severino which still lie in the Biblioteca Lancisiana and the glimpses given of Severino's biological approach to the problem of the circulation promise very interesting future communications.
The last ten essays in this volume deal with the work of Harvey's contemporaries and successors. Francis Bacon, J. R. Ravetz asserts, was greatly influenced by religious considerations as "an agent of Reform". This he finds endorsed by the study of Bacon's unpublished essays as well as Benjamin Farrington's interpretation of Bacon's motives. Such an impression is by no means incompatible with D. P. Walker's account of "Francis Bacon and Spiritus", which follows his concept up from units of perception not unlike Leibniz's monads to extra-sensory spiritual mediation.
A concept that troubled renaissance thought and theology from the time of Nicholas of Cusa onwards was that of the plurality of worlds in relation to man's nobility, discussed by Paolo Rossi. Rossi concludes that first Copernicus, then Kepler and Galileo, all abandoned the problem to the philosophers as "unresolvable". He points out that it still remains so.
The recently appreciated importance of the religious vector in relation to the thought of great scientists of the past emerges very vividly in P. M. Rattansi's essay on Newton's Alchemical studies. This fascinating excursion into only recently explored regions of Newton's writings reveals how Newton extended his thinking from the mechanical aspects of natural phenomena to "vegetable" action, and so to a macrocosmic concept of life. "This earth resembles a great animal", is an astonishing declaration to twentieth-century scientists separated from Newton by some three centuries of differentiation, but it would not have astonished his contemporaries. Combined with his conviction that both the Bible and alchemy held occult implicit knowledge which it was his goal to make explicit, it becomes readily comprehensible though inevitably controversial. Richard S. Westfall goes further, suggesting that Newton, even in such physical concepts as those expressed in his Hypothesis of light, was perpetuating "hermetic modes of thought"; and takes the view that the mechanical and hermetic views were not incompatible. Evidently Newton agreed.
Newton's curious neglect of Kepler's achievements is described by I. Bernard Cohen in the additional light of a note found in Newton's own copy of the Principia in which he distinguishes his own definition of the "force of inertia" from Kepler's. Cohen attributes the note to Newton's reaction to a statement by Leibniz which "exhibits a monument ofconfusion" on the subject, and omits any mention ofNewton. It would seem that though Newton could reconcile hermetic and mechanistic outlooks, he could not reconcile himself with Leibniz. The last four contributions elucidate a variety of seventeenth-century problems. Robert F. Multhauf traces knowledge of the constitution of saltpetre from Chinese beginnings to the efforts of Becher and Stahl, explaining their inevitable shortcomings in terms of contemporary chemical ideas. Hugh Trevor-Roper deftly crystallizes out of solution the identities of two Paracelsian French physicians dissolved by historians into one "Sieur de la Riviere". The whole expert analysis carries a warning on the ease with which historians can fall seriatim into a pit of error. Joseph Needham charmingly presents a "Chinese puzzle" with regard to Klaproth's paper on, "On the chemical Book Reviews knowledge of the Chinese in the eighth century" which still remains a puzzle. Carlo Castellani makes a detailed comparison of the investigations of Bonnet and Buffon on the problem of generation, concluding that Buffon's approach was the sounder.
The last item, a full bibliography of the writings of Walter Pagel compiled by Marianne Winder reminds the reader that this selection of essays, so skilfully woven by their editor, Allen Debus, round Walter Pagel's central motifs, not only supplies rich food for thought on his influence on contemporary historians but also constitutes an invitation to its readers to refresh themselves with cybernetic enjoyment on the works of Walter Pagel himself.
